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PLATEAU 
GROUND  
FEEDER
Encourage all kinds of small wildlife 
to flourish on your land with this 
durable, low maintenance feeder.  
Built to withstand the elements and 
exclude larger species so small, 
more vulnerable wildlife have a 
consistent source of supplemental 
food.
The Plateau Ground Feeder helps to attract, 
retain, and improve the bird and small wildlife 
population on your land with its smart design, 
combining high quality with low maintenance. 
Available in two sizes, the feeding areas are 
enclosed with customized heavy-gauge panels 
and deter non-target species, such as hogs and 
deer from consuming the food and while also 
providing protection for smaller wildlife.

FEATURES:

w All welded metal construction  
 with a high quality matte finish 
 for years of durable service. 

w The capacities of these systems  
 allow them to go for longer periods  
 without being refilled, making it more  
 efficient than smaller feeders in this  
 same category.

w Easy maintenance with a flip  
 top lid and simple, reliable feed  
 distribution

w Feeding area is protected from  
 rain and sun by the feed hopper  
 above. Provides a great feeding  
 and loafing area for small wildlife  
 while extending the life of the  
 seed
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Pictured: Ground Feeder 200

Ground Feeder 100  
$375* or $525 installed**
Ground Feeder 200
$495* or $695 installed**
*Plus tax **Plus tax and mileage    
Installation includes set up in proper location on your property 
and filled with 100 lbs of seed mix for the Ground Feeder 
100 and 200 lbs of seed mix for the Ground Feeder 200. 
Photos, GPS way points and written documentation of your 
installation available upon request.


